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Highly efficient optical power transfer to whispering-gallery
modes by use of a symmetrical dual-coupling configuration
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We report that greater than 99.8% optical power transfer to whispering-gallery modes was achieved in fused-
silica microspheres by use of a dual-tapered-f iber coupling method. The intrinsic cavity loss and the taper-to-
sphere coupling coefficient are inferred from the experimental data. It is shown that the low intrinsic cavity
loss and the symmetrical dual-coupling structure are crucial for obtaining the high coupling eff iciency.  2000
Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 230.5750, 230.3990, 060.1810, 230.1150.
Whispering-gallery mode (WGM) resonances in di-
electric microspheres are receiving considerable at-
tention in both fundamental and applied studies.1 – 3

Many coupling techniques, such as prisms,4 half-block
couplers,5 tapered fibers,2,6 and angle-polished fiber
couplers,7 have been demonstrated. In our recent
work we demonstrated that 99% power transfer was
achievable with a novel dual-tapered-fiber coupling
structure.2 In this Letter we investigate the sym-
metrical dual-coupling scheme in greater detail and
for various-sized cavities to explain its excellent cou-
pling performance. It is demonstrated that more than
99.8% of the incident optical power can be transferred
into a whispering-gallery resonant mode in a fused-
silica microsphere. A simple model is used to simulate
the interaction of the electromagnetic field in the cou-
plers and the microsphere. The analysis shows that it
is possible to achieve full transfer of the optical power
to certain WGM’s (critical coupling) by control of the
coupling coefficient and the cavity loss. The symmet-
rical dual-coupling structure can permit the mainte-
nance of the critical coupling condition for a wide range
of modes.

A schematic of the dual-coupling WGM resonant
system is shown in Fig. 1(a). Two nearly identical
taper couplers are placed tangentially at the opposite
sides of the equator of a microsphere. One serves as
the input coupler, and the other is the output coupler.
Light at a resonant wavelength that is launched into
the input coupler will be coupled into the cavity and
will build up a large circulating optical power. A small
fraction of this circulating power is reemitted to the
input coupler, where it joins the field that is directly
transmitted past the sphere (i.e., the uncoupled field)
and forms the net transmitted field Et. Likewise, at
the other taper a small portion of the circulating power
is coupled out to the second fiber taper as Ek. This
coupling effectively acts as an added cavity loss in
the dual-taper coupling measurements. Figure 1(b)
is a magnified photograph of our actual system and
shows two tapered fibers attached to a fused-silica
microsphere. The shadow on the background is the
image of the glass stem that is used to support and
manipulate the microsphere. The fiber tapers had
0146-9592/00/040260-03$15.00/0
a waist of �3 mm. They were made by use of the
technique described in Refs. 2 and 6.

To characterize the system we measured the trans-
mission spectra at the throughput port of the input
fiber. For comparison, we measured the transmis-
sion spectra first in the dual-taper and then in the
single-taper coupling configuration. We did this by
first measuring the dual-taper system spectra and
then gently detaching the second fiber taper from the
sphere to maintain the coupling condition between
the first fiber taper and the microsphere. Data on
loss and coupling (see below) confirmed that the first
fiber taper coupling was not significantly affected by
the detachment procedure. A tunable external-cavity
diode laser with a linewidth of less than 300 kHz was

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a WGM resonator in the dual-
taper coupling configuration. (b) Magnified photograph
of the actual system. The background shadow in (b) is
produced by the fiber stem that is used to hold the sphere.
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used as the laser source. The laser was continuously
scanned near 1.55 mm. Figure 2 shows the normal-
ized transmission spectra for a microsphere with a di-
ameter of �140 mm. Figure 2(a) is the dual-coupling
case, and Fig. 2(b) is the corresponding single-coupling
case. The transmission dips observed in the spectra
correspond to a series of WGM resonances at different
wavelengths. The measured transmitted power at the
center frequency of the resonance marked with an as-
terisk in Fig. 2(a) was less than 228 dB, corresponding
to a power transfer efficiency greater than 99.8%. For
those resonances marked with arrows the transmit-
tance was less than 220 dB, corresponding to greater
than 99% power transfer. Note that in our single-
coupling case the coupling efficiencies are generally
in the range 40–80%, which are comparable with pub-
lished results for the single-coupling scheme.6

We repeated the same experiments for various-sized
spheres in a range from 300 to 30 mm in diameter.
Greater than 99% power transfer was routinely ob-
served in the dual-coupling configuration. Using a
microsphere with a diameter of �34 mm, we mea-
sured the linewidth of a resonance to be 15 GHz in
the dual-coupling condition. The coupling eff iciency,
however, remained as high as 99.3%. The resonantly
transferred power to the second fiber was �85% of the
power transmitted through the first fiber in the non-
resonant condition. This result shows the potential of
the dual-coupling configuration as an add–drop filter
for telecommunication applications in which high ex-
tinction, high drop efficiency, and a bandwidth of sev-
eral gigaghertz are required.

To understand the highly efficient power transfer
in our experiments we used a simple model (simi-
lar to the model in Ref. 8, except that two couplers
were considered in our case) to describe the sys-
tem. As shown in Fig. 1(a), k is the amplitude of
the field-coupling coefficient from the input coupler
to the sphere, and t is the amplitude of the field-
transmission coefficient through the coupler from the
region before coupling to after the coupling. Simi-
larly, �k0, k00� and �t0, t00� are the corresponding ampli-
tudes of the coupling coefficients from the sphere to
the couplers and the transmission coefficients inside
the sphere, respectively. Subscripts 1 and 2 will be
used hereafter to refer to the quantities in the single-
and dual-coupling cases, respectively. a is the am-
plitude loss of the cavity per round trip (caused by
material absorption, whispering-gallery radiation loss,
scattering from surface defects and contaminants, ta-
per coupler scattering into radiation modes, etc.) and
represents the fraction of the remaining field ampli-
tude after one round trip in the sphere (excluding the
taper coupling). Assuming that the power scattering
into radiation modes at the coupling region is neg-
ligible,9 we can express the power transmittance on
resonance:
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where a1, the total cavity loss in the single-coupling
case, is simply equal to a and a2, the total cavity
loss in the dual-coupling case, is equal to at00. It is
clear that t1 � a1 �t2 � a2� is required if one is to
achieve zero transmittance for single-taper coupling
(dual-taper coupling). This condition is referred to
as critical coupling. The quality factor of a loaded
resonant mode is defined by Q � v�Dv, where Dv

is the full width of the resonance at the half-power
points. From the model, one can derive Dv, and thus
the quality factor,
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where R is the radius of the sphere, n is the refrac-
tive index, and l is the resonant wavelength. With
Eqs. (1) and (2), the transmission coefficient t1, 2 and
the total cavity loss a1, 2 for each resonant mode can
be inferred from the experimental data of the trans-
mittance and the quality factor. Generally, it is more
interesting to specify the coupling coefficient k1�k2�

Fig. 2. Normalized transmission spectra for the (a) dual-
taper coupling configuration and (b) single-taper coupling
configuration. The resonance marked with an asterisk
has a power transfer efficiency greater than 99.8%. Those
marked with arrows have power tranfser eff iciencies in
excess of 99%. The sphere used in these measurements
is �140 mm in diameter.
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Fig. 3. Calculated coupling coefficients k1
2, k2

2 and total
cavity loss b1

2, b2
2, corresponding to the spectra shown in

Fig. 2. k1
2 1 b1

2 and b2
2 are in close agreement, showing

that the second coupler is nearly identical to the first
coupler.

rather than the transmission coefficient t1�t2�. Also,
for convenience, we define b1�b2�, the total loss coef-
ficients of the cavity, in terms of a1�a2� as �b1, 2�2 1

�a1, 2�2 � 1.
Figure 3 shows the calculated results for k1

2�k2
2�

and b1
2�b2

2�, corresponding to the transmission spec-
tra in Fig. 2. Note that t1, 2 and a1, 2 (and thus k1, 2
and b1, 2) are symmetrical in both Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
They can be identified, however, by comparison of the
results from the single-coupling case with those from
the dual-coupling case. Since the coupling condition of
the input fiber is believed to remain nearly unchanged
in our experiments, k1

2 and k2
2 should be nearly equal

for each resonance in both the single- and the dual-
coupling conditions. The calculated results in Fig. 3
confirm this assertion.

Ideally, the loss coefficient b2
2 in the case of dual-

taper coupling will be the simple combination of b1
2

and k 002 (assuming that the coupling of the output
fiber does not introduce any signif icant additional loss
aside from the coupling loss k002). We fit b2

2 by use of
b1

2 and k1
2, and the fact that b2

2 � b1
2 1 k1

2 indicates
that the output fiber exhibits a nearly identical cou-
pling coefficient for each resonance as the input fiber.
This fact also shows that the second coupler introduces
minimal scattering loss into the radiation modes.
The microsphere resonator is therefore in nearly
symmetrical coupling conditions in the double-taper
configuration.

The symmetrical coupling structure plays an im-
portant role in obtaining the nearly critically coupled
resonances. From Figs. 2 and 3, the intrinsic loss
�b1

2� was observed to be nearly independent of the
mode index and to remain very small.10 In our ex-
periments b1

2 was approximately three to ten times
smaller than the coupling coefficients �k1
2� of the ob-

served modes in the single-taper geometry. The dual-
coupling case, however, is quite different. The output
coupler introduces a mode-dependent loss to the reso-
nant modes that tends to track the coupling through
the first taper. Therefore, as shown in the spectrum
of the dual-coupling case [Fig. 2(a)], the critical cou-
pling condition can be nearly satisfied for a wide range
of modes. Furthermore, since most of this added loss
comes about from coupling to the taper mode (not scat-
tering), the high fiber-to-f iber coupling efficiencies ob-
served in our previous work2 have now been explained.

In summary, we have demonstrated greater than
99.8% optical power transfer to whispering-gallery
modes based on coupling of a tapered fiber to a fused-
silica microsphere. In addition, greater than 99%
power transfer efficiency has been routinely observed
in various-sized cavities. Data combined with mod-
eling reveal that the low intrinsic loss of the cav-
ity (including low scattering loss at the taper–sphere
coupling) combined with the ability to create nearly
identical dual-taper couplings are the key ingredients
in this high power-transfer efficiency.
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